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The Court today, in reversing in part the judgment of
I ~

the Supreme Court of California, affirms the authority of
our Nation's leaders to achieve equal opportunity for all
with "all deliberate speed."

The difficulty of the issue

presented -- whether Government may use race-conscious
programs to redress the continuing effects of past
discrimination -- and the mature consideration which each
of our Brethren

~brought

to it

~resulted

in many

.Hc.--c.c .,
~ ~~
,..
I

~.e~ ....... ,
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opinions, no single one speaking for the Court.

------------------------

But this

-

should not and must not mask the central meaning of this
Court's judgment:

Government may take race into account

when it acts not to demean or insult any racial group, but
to remedy disadvantages cast on minorities by past racial
_J . ·~-~~.. .;·~
~-r~--v~

prejudice.
The CHIEF JUSTICE and our Brothers STEWART, REHNQUIST,
and STEVENS, have concluded that Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964,

St~t.

-~-,

as amended, 42

u.s.c.

2000d (1970 ed. and Supp. V), prohibits programs such as
that at the Davis Medical School.

On this statutory

theory alone, they hold that respondent Alan Bakke's
rights have been violated and that he must, therefore, be
admitted to the Medical School.

Our Brother POWELL,

reaching the Constitution, concludes that, although race

§

•

t2#-~ ,La

~J
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may be taken into account, Davis has not shown that it was
necessary to exclude respondent Bakke

stated goals.

to~eve

its

Accordingly, these Members of the Court

form a majority of five affirming the judgment of the
Supreme Court of California insofar as it holds that
respondent Bakke "is entitled to an order that he be
admitted to the University."

Bakke v. Regents of the

University of California, Order Modifying Opinion (Cal.
Sup. Ct., Oct. 28 1976), App. C to Pet. for Cert. 80a.
We agree with MR. JUSTICE POWELL that Title VI goes no
further in prohibiting the use of race than the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment itself and,

---

applying our own understanding of that Clause, we reach

the conclusion that some uses of race are constitutional.
Accordingly, we reverse that part of the judgment of the

J ~
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Supreme Court of California which affirms paragraphs 2 and
3 of the judgment of the Superior Court of California,
which read:
"2. That plaintiff is entitled to have his
application for admission to the medical school
considered without regard to his race or the race of
any other applicant, and defendants are hereby
restrained and enjoined from c ons4a er i nq ~I aintiff's
race or the race of any o th er a plicant Tn pass i ng
upon 1s
1ca o
or admlSSlon;
"3. Cross-defen ant Allan Bakke have judgment
against cross-complainant, the Regents of the
University of California, declaring that the special
admissions program at the University of California at
Davis Medical School violates the Fourteenth Amendment
to the United States Constitution, Article 1, Section
21 of the California Constitution, and the Federal
Civil Rights Act [42 U.S.C. § 2000d] . . . . " App. G
to Pet. for Cert. 120a.

We agree with MR. JUSTICE POWELL that the effect of these
two paragraphs is to prohibit the University from
establishing in the future affirmative action programs
that would be lawful under the United States Constitution
and Title VI.
reversed.Q/

Accordingly, paragraphs 2 and 3 must be

~
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Although we join Parts I and II of MR. JUSTICE
POWELL's opinion, we state at the outset our additional
views on the Title VI issue and then turn to our analysis
of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
I

[Title VI Discussion]
II
Our Nation was founded on the principle that "all men
are created equal."

Yet canddr requires acknowledgment

that the Framers of our Constitution, to forge the
Thirteen Colonies into one Nation, openly compromised this
principle of equality with its antithesis: slavery.

The

•
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consequences of this compromise are well-known and have
aptly been called our "American Dilemma."

Still, it is

well to recount how brief the hour has been, if it has yet
come, when the promise of our principles has flowered into
the actuality of equal opportunity for all regardless of
race or color.
The Fourteenth Amendment, the embodiment in the
Constitution of our abiding belief in human equality, has
been the law of our land for only slightly more than half
its 200 years.

And for half of that half life, the Equal

Protection Clause of the Amendment was largely moribund so
that, as late at 1927, Mr. Justice Holmes could sum up the
importance of that Clause by remarking that it was "the
last resort of constitutional arguments."
274 U.S. 2GO, 208 (1927).

Buck v. Bell,

Worse than desuetude, the
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Clause was early turned against those whom it was intended
to set free, conde mning th e m to a "separate but equal".!/
status before the law, a status always separate but seldom
equal.

Not until 1954 -- only 24 years ago -- was this

odious doctrine interred by our decision in Brown v. Board
of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954)

(Brown I), and its

progeny,~/ which proclaimed that separate schools and

public facilities of all sorts were inherently unequal and
forbidden under our Constitution.

Even then inequality

was not eliminated with "all deliberate speed."
Board of Education, 349

u.s.

294, 301 (1955).

Brown v.
In 19682/

and again in 1971,!/ for example, we were forced to
remind school boards of their obligation to eliminate
racial discrimination root and branch.

And a glance at

our docket~/ and those of lower courts will show that
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even today officially sanctioned discrimination is not a
thing of the past.
Against this background, claims that law must be
"color-blind'' or that the datum of race is no longer
relevant to public policy must be seen as aspiration
rather than as description of reality.

This is not to

denigrate aspiration; for reality rebukes us that race has
too often been used by those who would stigmatize and
oppress minorities.

Yet we cannot

and as we shall

demonstrate, need not -- let colorblindness become myopia
which masks the reality that many "created equal'' have
within our lifetimes be en treated as inferior both by the
law and by their fellow citizens.
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A

"The assertion of human equality is closely associated
with the denial that differences in color or creed, birth
or status, are significant or relevant to the way in which
men should be treated."

Tussman & tenBroek, The Equal

Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 341, 353
(1949).

Nonetheless, the position that such factors must

be "[c)onstitutionally an irrelevance," Edwards v.
California, 314 U.S. 160, 185 (1941)

(Jackson, J.,

concurring), summed up by the shorthand phrase "Our
Constitution is color-blind," Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S.
537, 559 (1896)

(Harlan, J., dissenting), has never been

adopted by this Court as the proper meaning of the Equal
Protection Clause.

Indeed, we have expressly rejected

this proposition on a number of occasions.

7
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7

hav~alw_?~

Our cases

i~ li ~

r.---..-

/

that an- "overriding

statutory purpose," McLaughlin v. Florida, 379

'

.

.__..,..-.

...... ~

u.s.

184,

192 (1964), could be found that would justify racial

classifications.

See,

~,

ibid.; Loving v. Virginia,

~

388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967); Korematsu v. United States, 323

U.S. 214, 216 (1944); Hirabayashi v. United States, 320
U.S. 81, 100-101 (1943).

More recently, in McDaniel v.

Barresi, 402 U.S. 39 (1971), this Court unanimously
reversed the Georgia Supreme Court which had held that a
desegregation plan voluntarily adopted by a local school
board, which assigned students on the basis of race, was

-------

per se invalid because it was not colorblind.
North Carolina State Board of Ed. v. Swann, 402

------

7?

And in

u.s.

(1971), we held, again unanimously, that a statute

-----

43
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could not stand "against the background of segregation,"
since such a limit on remedies would "render illusory the
promise of Brown [.!_, supra]."

402

u.s.,

at 45-46.5.1/

We conclude, therefore, that racial classifications
--'-are not per se invalid under the Fourteenth Amendment.

---~

~ju.vA.-C--

Accordingly, we turn to the problem of articulating what
our role should be in reviewing state action that
expressly classifies by race.
B

Our prior race cases provide only limited guidance in
articulating the standard which Davis' affirmative action
plan must meet, because with few exceptions these cases
deal with situations in which no claim was made that
minorities were being advantaged because of their race.
Nonetheless, our cases provide a starting point and we

.

t:.~---· f~<.t ~

-

~

-
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therefore briefly review what may fairly be treated as
established law.
First, it is established that "racial discriminations
are in most circumstances irrelevant and therefore
prohibited."

Hirabayashi, 320

u.s.,

at 100.

This is but

a straightforward application of the general principle
that classifications unrelated to the purpose of a statute
are irrational and hence deny equal protection.
~,

See,

Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886).

Accordingly, what follows when a claim is made, as it is

Jj,~
t.L4.~4L.

in this case, that a racial classification in fact is

.,

~

~

being rationally used is by no means clear.

In
L4-~

Hirabayashi, for example, the Court, responding to such a
claim, sustained a racial classification solely on the
basis of a conclusion in the double-negative that it could
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not say that facts which might have been available "could
afford no ground for differentiating citizens of Japanese
ancestry from other groups in the United States."
101.

Id., at

A similar mode of analysis -- foreign to our more

recent cases, see infra, at xx -- was followed in
Korematsu, see 323 U.S., at 224, even though the Court
stated there that racial classifications were "immediately
suspect" and should be subject to "the most rigid
scrutiny."

.!_~.,at

216.

Second, it is a cardinal principle that racial
classifications that stigmatize because they are drawn on ~

~~A«.,_,~''
the presumption that one race is inferior to another or
because they put the weight of government behind
hatred are invalid without more.
Hopkins, supra, we said:

Thus, in Yick Wo v.

"[T]he conclusion cannot be
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resisted that no reason for

[the refusal to issue permits

to Chine se] exists except hostility to the race and
nationality to which petitioners belong
discrimination is, therefore, illegal
at 374.
308

The

"

See also Strauder v. West Virginia, 100

118

u.s.,

u.s.

303,

(1879), Korem a tsu v. United States, 323 U.S., at 223;

Brown I, supra; McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U. S. ati
191-192;

Lovin~

v. Virginia, 388

u.s.

at, 11-12; United

Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh, Inc. v. Carey, 430
U.S. 144, 165 (1977)

(opinion of White, Rehnquist, and

Stevens, JJ.) (UJO); id., at 169 (Brennan, J., concurring);
Tussm a n & tenBroek 356-358.

Indeed, even in Plessy v.

Ferguson, supra, the Court recognized that a
classification by race that presumed one race to be
inferior to another would have to be condemned.

See 163
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U.S., at 544-551.

This principle is not simply a variant

of the first; it is not a reflection of a test of the fit
between legislative means and ends, but a statement that
laws seeking to implement racial hatred or apartheid are
------------~--_.
_____~,---------~~---~------------------~------------

simply never permissible.l/

-

But again, here the claim

is made that the purpose of a statute is the precise

------------------------~----------~-----------opposite of apartheid.
Third, a s t atute which r e stricts "fundamental rights"
or which contains "suspect classificatipns" is subjected
to "strict scrutiny" and can be justified only if it
furthers a compelling government purpose.~/

See, ~,

Sa n Antonio Indep. School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1
(1973); Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330 (1972).

How this

principle applies to the present case is, again, by no

•
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Antonio, supra.

Nor do whites as a class have any of the

"traditional indicia of suspectness:

the class is not

saddled with such disabilities, or subjected to such a
history of purposeful unequal treatment, or relegated to
such a position of political powerlessness as to command
extraordinary protection from the majoritarian political
process."

Id., at 28; see United States v. Carolene

Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n. 4 (1938) .8.1/
That this case does not fit neatly into our prior
~

analytic framGwork for race cases does not mean, however,

~tii .. A"

~ 4--"' ~

that it should be analyzed by applying the very loose
rational-basis standard of review that is the ve ry least

{9~

that is always applied in equal protection cases.~ . l/

-)

Our cases dealing with gender discrimination -- where we
have frequently had to deal with an asserted benign

~~

~
~~

~~

~~

1-v~
~
~~
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purposelO/ --teach us otherwise.

"' [T]he mere

recitation of a benign, compensatory purpose is not an
automatic shield which protects against any inquiry into
the actual purposes underlying a statutory sch eme.'"
Califano v. Webster, 430 U.S. 313, 317 (1977), quoting ~~~~

-

-------7~

Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S. 636, 648 (1975).
Instead, a number of considerations -- equally applicable
to classification by race -- have led us to conclude that
gender classification "'must serve important governmental
~·-~

___..__....

~ --

..........,

objectives and must be substantially related to

___

·

~

~

~

-

_

...

.

__"

.

achievement of those objectives.'"
.........._

....

Califano v. Webster,

supra, at 316, quoting Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 197
(1976) .11/
First, "gender-based classifications too often have
been inexcusably utilized to stereotype and stigmatize

;
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politically powerless segments of society."
Shevin, 416 U.S. 351, 357
dissenting).

(1974)

Kahn v.

(Brennan, J.,

While a carefully tailored statute designed

to remedy past discrimination could avoid these vices, see
Califano v. Webster, supra; Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419
U.S. 498 (1975); Kahn v. Shevin, supra, or at least could
be upheld because benefits conferred far outweighed these
vices, we nonetheless recognize that the line between

,,
discrimination and paternalistic stereotyping of female
\\

helplessness is not so clear and that a statute based on
~
~

-

-

::::=::

the latter is patently capable of stigmatizing all women
with a badge of inferiority.
supra, at 508;

~JO,

430

u.s.,

Cf. Schlesinger v. ·Ballard,
at 174, and n. 3 (Brennan,

J., concurring); Califano v. Goldfarb, 430

u.s.

199, 223
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(1977)

(Stevens, J., concurring in the judgment).

also Stanton v.

S~anto~,

See

421 U.S. 7, 14-15 (1975).

State

programs designed ostensibly to ameliorate the effect~ of
past racial discrimination obviously create the same
hazard of stigma.
concurring);

ant~,

See UJO, 430
p. 27

u.s.,

at 172 (Brennan, J.,

(opinion of Powell, J.).

7
~

Second, gender and race, like illegitimacy, see Weber
v. Aetna Cas. & Sure!Y__Co., 406 U.S. 164 (1972), are
immutable characteristics which their possessors are
powerless to escape or set aside.

While a classification

is ·not per se invalid because it divides classes on the
basis of an immutable characteristic, see supra, pp.
it is nevertheless true that such divisions are contrary
to our deep belief that

11

legal burdens should bear some

relationship to individual responsibility or wrongdoing, ..

(/

~
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Weber, supra, at 175; Frontiero v. Richardson, 411
667, 686 (1973)

u.s.

(opinion of Brennan, White, and Marshall,

JJ.), and that advancement sanctioned, sponsored, or
approved by the state should ideally be based on
individual merit or achievement, or at the least on
factors within the control of an individual.

See UJO, 430

U.S., at 173 (Brennan, J., concurring); Kotch v. Board of
River Port Pilot Comm'rs, 330 U.S. 552, 566 (1947)
(Rutledge, J., dissenting); Tussman & tenBroek 353.
Because this principle is so deeply rooted it may be
supposed that it would be considered in the legislative
process and weighed against the costs of programs
preferring individuals because of their race or sex.
this is not necessarily so:

But

The "natural consequence of

our governing processes [may well be] that the most

___________,
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'discrete and insular' of whites . . . will be called upon

-------------------

to bear the immediate, direct costs of benign

'-~----~------~---------

-------

discrimination."

UJO, 430

u.s.,

at 174 (Brennan, J. ,

concurring); see Kaplan, Equal Justice in an Unequal
World:

Equality for the Negro -- The Problem of Special

Treatment, 61 Nw. U. L. Rev. 363, 373-374 (1966).
In sum, because of the significant risk that a gender
or race classification is rooted in an improper and
possibly stigmatizing basis, it is ipappropriate to
inquire only whether there is any conceivable basis that
might sustain such a classification.

-

Instead, the actual

basis for a classification must be shown, and,

----

particularly with race classifications, any statute that
stigmatizes any group must be stricken.

In addition, it

is incumbent that those least well represented in the
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bear the brunt of

political process
~

a benign program.
~'"'

Finally, and particularly where a racial
classification is involved, we think even more is

--

required.

"[A]n explicit policy of assignment by race may

------------------------------------------~
serve to stimulate our society's latent race
consciousness," UJO, 430 U.S., at 173 (Brennan, J.,
~

concurring), and, when stimulated race consciousness is
mixed with perceived unfairness, may lead to racial
antagonism.

This does not mean that benign programs must
I(

,,

. fall because of the base feelings of private individuals.
~

4ooa ..

'!'':W:. . . .

But it does mean that programs advantaging racial groups

.

should be closely tailored to advance those who may
reasonably be said to be victims of past discrimination,
for in this way the potential for fostering racial

~-·

-1-o~

~

~

~

J~~
~.,lo~
~~,

.
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antagonism is minimized.
--not

11

'strict' in theory and fatal in fact, .. l2/

because it is stigma that causes fatality -- but strict
and searching nonetheless.

c
Although respondent argues that a purpose to redress
the effects of past discrimination simply can never
satisfy strict judicial review, we think our cases are
otherwise.
At least since Green v. County School Board, 391

u.s.

430 (1968), it has been clear that a public body which has
itself been adjudged to have engaged in racial
discrimination cannot bring itself into compliance with
the Equal Protection Clause simply by ending its unlawful
acts, because the consequenc e s of those acts can live on

•
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for substantial periods of time.

Three years later, in

Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Ed., 402

u.s.

1

(1971), and its companion cases, Davis v. Board of School
Comm'rs, 402 U.S. 33 (1971); McDaniel v. Barresi,

~upra;

and North Carolina State Board of Ed. v. Swann, supra, we
reiterated that racially neutral remedies for past
discrimination were inadequate where consequences of past
discriminatory acts influence or control present
decisions.

______..

28.
.

See, e.g., Charlotte-Mecklenburg, supra, at

And we further held both that courts could enter

des~gregation

orders which assigned students and faculty

by reference to race, Charlotte-Mecklenburg, supra; Davis,
supra; United States v. Montgomery County Board of Ed.,
395 U.S. 225 (1969), and that local school boards could
voluntarily adopt desegregation plans which similarly made
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express reference to race.

McDaniel v. Barresi, supra.

14.

~-e..J

~?

Moreover, we indicated that school boards, even in the
absence of a judicial finding of past discrimination,
could voluntarily adopt plans which assigned students with
the end of establishing fixed ratios of black and white
students in each school.l3/
supra, at 16.

Charlotte-Mechlenburg,

In each instance, the gravamen of our

holding was that the creation of unitary school systems,
in which the effects of past discrimination had been
"eliminated root and branch," Green, supra, at 438, was a
compelling social goal.

-----

Our cases arising und e r Title VII of the Civil Rig·hts
Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 253, 42 U.S.C.

§

2000e et seq. (1970

ed. and Supp. V), also establis~ that action designed to
guarantee equal opportunity by eliminating the effects of
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past practices on present decisions are legitimate even
where such action expressly takes race into account.
Thus, we have held that employers are entitled, and indeed
compelled, to use test criteria which fairly reflect the
qualifications of minority applicants vis-a-vis
nonminority applicants, even if this means interpreting
the qualifications of an applicant in light of his race.
See Albemarle v.

Mood~,

422 U.S. 405, 435 (1975); cf.

DeFunis v. _9dega ar d, 416 U.S. 312, .33.1 (1974)
,J., dissenting)

(Dougla s,

(Con stitution does not prevent "law

schools from evaluating the applicant 's prior achievements
in light of the barriers that he had to overcome"); Bakke
v. Board of Regents, Pet. App. 24a-25a (Cal. Sup.· Ct.
1977)

(Davis "is entitled to consider . . . that low

grades and test scores may not accurately reflect the
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abilities of some disadvantaged students").

In addition,

we have held that individual victims of job discrimination
must be restored to their rightful place even if this
means advancing them in seniority over innocent
nonminority employees.
(1976).

Franks v. Bowman, 424 U.S. 747

In so holding, we rejected the contention that

actions intended to redress past discrimination must yield
to the settled expectations of nonminority employees or to
claims that such redress was "unfair" to those who were
themselves innocent of wrongdoing.

---

· These cases cannot be distinguished by the presence of
··- ---· -- ·- -- ~- ----

---- -

judicial findings of discrimination in the school cases

-----------------------

and by discrimination of the part of the employer in the
employment cases.

To be sure, the "fit" between those

advanced and those who are victims of discrimination is
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best when a court has found that identified individuals
are the victims of discriminatory practices of other
identified individuals, and the presence of such a tight
fit may well reduce the perceived unfairness of a
race-conscious remedy and hence the possibility that
racial antagonism will be fostered by such a remedy.

But

there is nothing particularly unique in judicial findings
of past discrimination or present effect, see

McDanie~

v.

Barresi, supra: Califano v. Webster, supra: Schlesinger v.
Ballard, supra: Kahn v. Shev in, supra: cf. Ka tzenbach v.
Morgan, 384 U.S. 641 (1967): UJO, 430

u.s.,

at---

(opinion of White, J.): id., at--- (Brennan, J.,
concurring), nor are the claims of those disbenefited by

- -----

the race-conscious actions of an employer who has never
been adjudged in violation of Title VII any more or less
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entitled to deference than the claims of the nonminority
employees in Franks, for in each case the employees are
innocent of past discrimination.

Moreover, in

International Broth e rhood of Teamsters v. United States,
431 U.S. 324 (1977), we made it clear that proof that an
individual has been individually discriminated against is
not a necessary predicate for awarding him relief so long
as there is reason to believe that such an individual is
within a general class of persons
discrimin~ted

against.

li~ely

to have been

See id., at 357-362.

Finally, in

Califano v. Webster, supra, we upheld Federal action taken
to redress the effects of sex-discrimination in the
private job market.

See also UJO, 430

u.s.,

at 157

(opinion of White, Blackmun, Rehnquist, and Stevens, JJ.)
(validity of race-conscious remedies "not dependent upon

~

•
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proving past unconstitutional apportionments"): id., at
167 (opinion of White, Rehnquist, and Stevens, JJ.)

(United States can take race-conscious actions to
"minimize the consequences of racial discriminati6n by
voters when it is regularly practiced at the polls"): Kahn
v. Shevin, supra.
D

~

On the basis of our prior cases, therefore, we think

~
111< ( ' .. ~

Davis' minority admissions program can be SU$tained if:
~--------<---

(1) there is

a sound
I I

~

''

basis for concluding that the

£a~

handicap of past discrimination would make it unfair to
judge minority applicants on the same basis with
-----------~~----- ~~

~~-·)

t_:;~

no "discrete and insular" group

~

bears the brunt of the Davis program: and (3) the program

rt:c~~~
..,. ~
-A

nonminority students:

( 2)

----. .· ~

does not simply equate minority status with disadvantage,

,......_,.. •'"1111. - t7 ~
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but makes a reasonable effort to exclude from preference
those who are least likely to have suffered from past

.

~----..--~

racial discrimination.

Tested by these criteria, the

Davis admissions program is constitutional, and we would
reverse paragraphs 2 and 3 of the judgment of the Superior
Court, as affirmed by the California Supreme Court, as
well as paragraph 1 of that judgment as modified by the
Supreme Court to order respondent Bakke's admission.
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III

A

We have no doubt that the Davis faculty had a sound
basis for concluding that many minority applicants would
be handicapped by the effects of past and present racial
discrimination and that _it would, therefore, be unfair to )

c~ sider

thei~ a~cations

nonminority applicants.

~

+-o
~~

on the same basis as those of

Davis acted in response to the
~-

recommendations of the Association of American Medical
Colleges, which, along with other professional groups, had
.
1 y stu d.1e d t h e un d errepresentat1on
.
.
. t.1es
extens1ve
o f m1nor1

in American medicine and in medical schools.!!/
Moreover, it acted only after experience showed that its
initial, unitary admissions program was likely to exclude

~.

,~
•
4_.-.......~ .... • -~

t4J ~
_/_/ - "
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almost all minority applicants from the school.

In order

to demonstrate the compelling factual base for Davis'
~---

---

/1

actions, we briefly catalog facts available to Davis at
the inception of its special admissions

program.

/

Until at least 1973, the practice of medicine in this
country was, in fact, if not in law, largely the

-

prerogative of whites.

It was in that year that the

--~

efforts of medical schools td involve themselves in a
significant way in special efforts to recruit and admit
minority races began to bear fruit.l5/

Those that began

that effort confronted grim statistics regarding the
participation of racial minorities in medicine.

One study

found, for example, that while blacks comprised 10% of the
total population in 1950, black physicians constituted
only 2.2% of the total number of physicians.

D. Reitzes,
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Negroes and Medicine XXVII (1958) .

The overwhelming

majority of these, moreover, were educated in two
predominantly black medical schools, Howard and
Meharry.l6/

By 1970, the gap between the ideal of equal

access to higher education and reality had widened:

The

number of blacks employed in medicine remained frozen at
2.2%17/ while the black population had increased to
11%.18/

The number of black admittees to predominantly

white medical schools, moreover, had declined in absolute
numbers during the years 1955 to 1964.

Odegaard 19.

The

experience at Davis Medical School, which opened in 1968,
was not different from that of the Nation as a whole.
entering classes in 1968 and 1969, the years in which
Davis made no special efforts to admit minorities,
included only one Chicano and two blacks.

The

~-~

~~
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~

~~~

The serious and persistent unde r representation of

not the result of accident:

.JJis-

it was a consequence of a

background of deliberate, purposeful discrimination

_____________,___--.~----~--~---------------------------------.~

against minorities in education generally, as well as in
the medical profession.

From the inception of our

national life, blacks have been subjected to unique legal
disabilities impairing access to equ a l education a l
opportunity.

Under slavery, heavy pepal sanctions were

imposed upon anyone attempting to educate

blacks.~/

After enactment of the Fourteenth Amendment the states
continued to deny blacks equal educational opportunity,
enforcing a strict policy of apartheid that itself stamped
blacks as inferior, Brown, supra, which relegated blacks
to inferior educational

institutions,~/

and which

.. ,.......~

~

=--

~
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denied them intercourse in the mainstream of professional
life necessary to advancement.
U.S. 629 (1950).

See Sweatt v.

~ainter,

339

,Apartheid was not limited to public

facilities, moreover, but was enforced by criminal
penalties against private action as well.

Thus, as late

as 1908, this Court enforced a state criminal conviction
against a private college for teaching blacks together

also Plessy v. Ferguson, supra.
Green v. Coun_!:_y School Board, supra, gave explicit
. recognition to the fact that the habit of discrimination
and the cultural tradition of race prejudice cultivated by
centuries of legal slavery and apartheid were not
immediately dissipated when

~rown_!,

supra, announced the

constitutional principle that equal educational
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opportunity and participation in all aspects of American
life could not be denied on the basis of race.

~1'4.~

Rather,

massive official and private resistance prevented, and to

a~~,:;J-

-

a lesser extent still preve nts; attainment of equal
opportunit y_ i ~ed~cation
~

....---..-.....

professions.

-----

.......... ~

-

at all levels and in the
~

.._.. ............

The generation of minority students applying

to Davis Medical School since it opened in 1968 -virtually all of whom were born at or about the time

Brow~

7

I was decided -- clearly have been victims of this
discrimination.

,.....____

Numerous judicial decrees recognizing

discrimination in public education in California testify
to this fact;~~/ many minority group members, living in
California, moreover, were born and reared in school
districts in states of the South segregated by law.

For

example, as of 1970, almost 48% of American born blacks
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between the ages of 20 and 24, living in California were
born in the

South.~/

Since, separation of school

children by race "generates a feeling of inferiority as to
their status in the community that may affect their hearts
and minds in a way ulikely ever to be undone," Brown I,
347 U.S., at 494, the conclusion is inescapable that
applicants to medical school

must ·~e

few indeed who

endured the effects of de jure segretation and the
resistanc e to Brown I and yet come

~o

the starting line

with an education equal to whites.~/
Not only was Davis aware of the underrepresentation of
minorities, the exclusionary effect of its admissions
practices, and the handicaps suffered by minority
applicants to its medical school, but, as the affidavit of
its administrators reflect, it was also concerned that its
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admissions criteria operated to discriminate against
minority applicants as well.

In its brief amicus curiae,

the American Association of Medical Schools has indicated
the basis on which such a belief might be entertained.
There is general agreement that minorities wre not
admitted in significant numbe rs until race-s ensitive
admissions criteria were used, and that those admitted
generall have done ad equately or well, if not as well as
white applicant s .

The admissions systems us e d by medical

schools place substantial reliance on quantitatiave
predictors of ability which result in the almost total
exclusion of minorities from medical school.
34-42.

Odegaard

There are empirical studies indicating that these

formal, cognitive predictors of academic success may
understate minority applicants' ability to perform well
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vis-a-vis white

applicants.~/

There are strong

indications, moreover, that certain non-cognitive factors
are useful in predicting the success of minority
applicants, but there is no single set of factors,
cognitive or non-cognitive which is capable of fair
prediction regardless of race.

See Odegaard, 103-108.

We do not suggest that these studies demonstrate that

c·
H .... ~

.4

use of the MCAT and GPA is discriminatory as to minority
applicants and recognize that there is no subst a ntial body
of empirical data generally accepted in the profession
which suggests that they are.

They do illustrate that

factors surrounding prediction of success in medical
school are far too complicated and experience with their .
use far too limited to be able to say with assurance that
they necessarily fairly reflect the abilities of all
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minority applicants, however, and that University
administrators might have reasonable basis to s uspect that
they do not.

They also demonstrate that, contrary to the

opinion of the California Supreme Court, it may be
impossible for medical educators dissatisfied with
reliance on GPA's and MCAT's as admissions criteria to
devise an alternative single rating system which fairly
evaluates minority and nonminority students.
102-114.

See Odegaard

Moroever, even among those who believe that

quantitative predictors fairly predict the ability of
minority applicants vis-a-vis nonminority applicants to
succeed in medical schools, there is substatntial question
whether these predictors are sufficiently related to the
further predictive level of "success in medical practice"
which they are ultimately designed to measure.24.1/
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Certainly medical educators standing at the gateway to the
profession ought to eschew use, even if not intentionally
r

e>::r
discriminatory~racially

exclusionary tests that are not

demonstrably reasonably related to qualifications for
medical practice.
229 (1976)

Compare Washington v.

Davis, 426

u.s.

(exclusionary test under Fourteenth Amendment),

with Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401

u.s.

(exclusionary test under Title VII).

424 (1971)

Educators surely

must be left free to retain a system of qualit a tive
predictors in admitting nonminority applicants when such
predictors work well as to them, yet not be foreclosed
from experimenting with different predictors with respct
to admission of minority applicants.

Both seem necessary

to the development of a body of science surrounding
predictive testing which could be demonstrated
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satisfactorily to evaluate the abilities of all applicants
regardless of cultural deprivation.

We cannot accept that

the Fourteenth Amendment prevents educators from devising
special but reasonable admissions criteria applicable to
minorities as an alternative to a general admissions
system which is patently exclusionary and which it
believes might unfairly discriminate against minorities.
The racial discrimination still pervasive in the
Nation and its lingering effect in disadvantaging
minorities, have been recognized by every branch of
. government as compelling adoption of affirmative action
programs to overcome handicaps saddled on citizens only
because of the color of their skin.

The Civil Rights Act

of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 established a
national commitment to put discrimination behind us and
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fully to open every aspect of American life to those who
have suffered discrimination in the past.

Under these

statutes, affirmative action programs giving special
consideration to race to overcome past discrimination have
been implemented and enforced in employment,~/
voting,26/ education,~/ and federal contracting.~/
The Federal programs involving voting and construction
industry employment are of particular significance because
they require affirmative action giving special
consideration to race to overcome the continuing effects
of past discrimination in those areas.
In education too, the Federal Government has
recognized the need for programs giving special
consideration to race.

The Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, which administers the federal
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funds which Davis receives has recognized that past
racially discriminatory practices in society generally may
have a continuing impact on university admissions and make
appropriate special consideration of race in the
admissions process.

Thus, 45 CFR

80.3(b) (6) (ii)

§

provides:
"Even in the absence of such prior discrimination, a
recipient in administering a program may take
affirmative action to overcome the effects of
conditions which resulted in limiting participation by
persons of a particular race, color, or national
origin."

A complementary regulation, 45 CFR

§

80.5(j), clearly

sanctions special consideration for race in University
admissions programs:
"Even though an ap~licant or reci~ient · has never
used discriminatory pol1cies, the serv1ces and
benefits of the program or activity it administers may
not in fact be equally available to some racial or
nationality groups. In such circumstances, an
applicant or recipien ~~~~e~l~jve speCial
consideration to rac e, color, or national origin to
make the benefits of its prog ram more Hidely available
to such groups, not then being adequately served. For

y
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example, where a university is not adequately serving
members of a p articul a r racial or na tion a lity group,
it may e s tabli s h spe ci a l r e cruitment polici es to make
its program bette r known and more readily av a ilabl e to
such group, and take o t her steps to provide that group
with more ad equate serice." 45 CFR § 80.5(j).

In sum, Congress and various federal agencies
exercising the power conferred under

§

5 of the Fourteenth

--------

Amendment have recognized the continued pervasiveness of
racial discrimination and its debilitating effect, and
that it is bo t h nec e ssary and appropriate to compel the
affirmative use of race to overcome it.

Moreover, the

federal agency responsible for oversight of the federal
fuhds of which Davis is a recipient, has authorized the
affirmative use of race in higher education.

These facts,

considered in light of the nearly total exclusion of
minorities from medicine prior to the adoption of race
sensitive programs which has been documented by medical
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educators rebuke the suggestion that a state's affirmative
c...

-

.a ....... ~I

use of race to achieve integration of its medical
education program in furtherance of the national
commitment to equ a l educa t ional opportunity is not a
c ~ling

one consistent with the Fourteenth Amendment.
--~ .........

That suggestion could only be taken seriously if

§

1 of

the Fourteenth Amendment prevented the States from using
race in a way permitted to Congress under
Amendment.

§

5 of that

Such a cons t ruction would conflict with the

traditional understanding that . recognizes the competence
of ' the States to initiate measures consistent with federal
- policy in the absence of congressional preemption of the
subject matter.

Nothing whatever in the legislative

history of either the Fourteenth Amendment or the Civil
Rights Acts even remotely suggests that the States are
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foreclosed from furthering the fundamental purpose of
equal opportunity to which the Amendment and those Acts
are addressed.

Indeed, voluntary initiative by the States

to achieve the national goal of equal opportunity has been
recognized to be essential to its attainment. "To use the
Fourteenth Amendment as a sword against such state power
would stultify that Amendment."

Railway Mail Ass'n v.

Corsi, 326 U.S. 88, 98 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
B

We turn then to the criterion whether any "discrete
and insular" group is made to bear the brunt of the Davis
program.
It is not even claimed that Davis' program in any way
operates to discriminate against any discrete and insular
or any identifiable nonminority grou ~Respondent does
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observe that the caucasion race is not a monolithic bloc.
But this alone does not demonstrate that Davis' admissions
program operates to the unique disadvantage of any
identifiable segment of whites.
Nor does the Davis program invidiously discriminate
against whites as a class.

There is simply no evidence

and no basis for inferring that this is so.

The remedial

program for minorities can in no way be regarded as
demeaning the abilities of white appLicants or their
race.

The program does not establish an exclusive

preserve for minority students apart from and exclusive of

---whites.

Rat])er, its purpose is to overcome the effects of

apartheid by bringing the races together.

True, ·whites

are excluded from participation in the special admissions
program, but this fact only operates to reduce the number

7•
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of whites to be admitted in the regular admissions program
in order to permit admission of a reasonable percentage -less than their proportion of the California population
of otherwise underrepresented qualified minority
applicants.
Finally, there is simply no evidence that the Davis
program discriminates intentionally or unintentionally

~

against any mino r ity group which it purports to benefit.
The program does not establish a quota in the invidious
sense of a ceiling on the number of minority applicants to
be admitted.

Nor can the program reasonably be regarded

as stigmatizing the program's beneficiaries or their race
as inferior.

It is uncontested that Davis admits only

those minority applicants in its special program who are
fully qualified to study me dicine.

,.--------

Once admitted these

7
•
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students must satisfy the s ame degree requirements as
regularly admitted students; they are taught by the same
faculty in the same classes, and their performance is
evaluated by the same standards by which r e gularly
admitted students are judged.

Und e r these circumstances,

their performance and degre e s must be regarded equally
with the regularly admitted students with whom they
compete for standing.

c
Finally, the Davis admissions program does not equate

______

--- -

minority status
with disadvantage.
.........,_______

Respondent does not

contest, and indeed appears to concede, see Brief for
Respondent 14, that
"[i]n making [the] dete r mination [whether an
individual applicant is disadvantaged], the chairman
[of the admis s i ons committee] look s at such factors as
whether the student ha s requeste d and been granted a
waiver of is application fee, which requires a means
test; whether the student was an Educational

~
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Opportunity Program (EOP) student in college; whether
the applicant wo rk e d during hi s undergradu a t e years or
int e rrupted his ed uc ation to support him s elf o r family
members; the p ar ent s ' occup a tion and e duc a tion a l
level; and other information relative to disadvantage
which i s volunte e r e~ by the appli cant . . . .
Applicants from minority but non-disadvantaged
bachgrounds are referred to the regular admis s ions
process." Record 66.

Thus, Davis does not indiscriminately prefer minority
applicants over all others, but makes an individualized
t..---- - --- - - - - - --

determination of each applicant's claim to have been
--------~-------

disadvantaged by racial discrimination. No r can Davis'
~------------------------~
reservation of 16 positions for which mino r ities are
preferred be labeled a quota if that term is to be
reserved for the pernicious schemes with which it has been
associated in the past for here there is no simple
equation of merit with skin color.

True, the procedure by

which disadvantage is detected is informal, but we have
never insisted that educators conduct their affairs
through adjudicatory proceedings and we see no reason to
saddle the admissions process with any such requirement.
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.Q./we, of course, do not express any view of what the
law may be und er the California Constitution.

The Supreme

Court of California did not reach this state law issue
and, insofar as it affirmed the trial court's judgment,
that affirmation rests solely on federal law.
l/see Plessy v. F'e£g_uson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
~/New Orleans ~ity Park Improvem~nt Ass'n v.

DE:tiege, 358 u.s. 54

(1959); Muir v. Louisville Park

Theatrical Ass'n, 347 u.s. 971 (1954); Mayor of Baltimore

v.

Daws~n,

350 u.s. 877 (1955); Holmes v. City of Atlanta,

350 u.s. 879 (1955); Gayle v. Browder, 352 U.S. 903 (1956).
~/See Green

(1968).

v. County School Bd., 391 U.S. 430
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!/see Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bo~rd of Ed.,
402 u.s. 1 (1971); Davis v. Board of School Comm'rs, 402
U.S. 33 (1971); North Carolina State Board of Ed. v.
Swann, 402 U.S. 43 (1971).
~/see, ~, cases collected in Monell v. Department

of Social Services, --- U.S.

--- n. 5 (1978).

5.2/see also Kotch v. Board of River Port Pilot
Comm ' r s , 3 3 0 U . S . 55 2 ( 19 4 7) , which r e j e c t s the
proposition, urged in dissent, id., at 566, that "because
the [Equ al Protection Clause] forbids enclosing .
areas by legislative lines drawn on the basis of race,
color, creed and the like, that . . . the possibly most
efficient method of securiny [a government purpose] cannot
be established by law."
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[[I have inserted the material below, primarily as a
place-marker until I have had time to examine the
Freedman's Bureau Act material cited in the briefs.
Therefore the conclusion stated is tentative at best.]]
The legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment is
"[at best] . . . inconclusive.

The most avid proponents

of the post-War Amendments undoubtedly intended them to
remove all legal distinctions among 'all persons born or
naturalized in the United States.'

Their opponents, just

as certainly, were antagonistic to both the letter and the
spirit of the Amendments and wished them to have the most
· limited effect."
483, 489 (1954)

Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S.
(Brown I); see Bickel, The Original

Understanding and the Segregation Decision, 69 Harv. L.
Rev. 1, --- (1955): Note, Developments in the Law--Equal
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Protection, 82 Harv. L. Rev.

(1969).

To the

extent this history supports any conclusion, it appears
that the position of those urging color-blindness was
rejected.

liAs

See Bickel
such, the principle flows directly from the

undeniable purpose of the draftsmen of the Fourteenth
Amendment to reverse the result in the Dred Scott case in
which this Court had held that the Negro was property, a
race set apart, inferior, degraded, and necessarily to be
stigmatized by white society.

See 19 How. 393, 408-416.

~/we do not pause to debate whether our cases

establish a "two-tier" analysis, a "sliding scale"
analysis, or som e thing else altogether.

It is enough for

present purposes that strict scrutiny is applied at least
in some cases.
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8.1/of course, the fact that whites constitute a
political majority in our Nation does not necessarily mean
that active judicial scrutiny of racial classifications
that disadvantage whites is inappropriate.
v. Partida, 430

Cf. Castaneda

u.s. 482, 499 (1977); id., at 500

(MARSHALL, J., concurring).

Moreover, even if active

judicial scrutiny of legislation disfavoring political
majorities were generally inappropriate, it is not in this
case, because here the decision to disadvantage whites was
made by a university faculty, a body that is not directly
responsive to majority control through the ballot and
which has traditionally in our country been shielded by
doctrines of academic freedom from exacting political
control.

See generally Sandalow, Racial Preferences in

Higher Education:

Political Responsibility and the

Judicial Role, 42 Chi. L. Rev. 653, 692 (1975).
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9.1/Add a cite to, e.g., McGowan v. Md.
10/see Califano v. Webst e r, 430
Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S.--Weisenfeld, 420
Ballard, 419
(1974)

u.s.

u. s.

498

636, 648

u.s.

313

(1977);

(1977); Weinberger v.

(1975); Schlesing e r v.

(1975); Kahn v. Shevin, 416 U.S. 351

0

11/we disagree with our Brother POWELL's suggestion,
ante, p. 25 - 26, and n. 35;

~nte,

p. 31, that the presence

of "rival groups who can claim that they, too, are
entitled to preferential treatment," ibid., is relevant to
the question of scope of judicial review of race
classifications.

We are not asked to determine whether

groups other than those favored by the Davis program
should similarly be favored.

All we are asked to do is to

pronounce the constitutionality of what Davis has done.
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But, were we asked to decide whether any given rival
/

group -- German-Americans for example -- must
constitutionally be accorded preferential treatment, we
have a "principled basis," ante, at 25, for deciding this
question, one th a t is well-established in our cases:

The

Davis program expressly sets out four classes which
receive preferred status.

Ante, p. 4.

The program

arguably discriminates against whites on its face, but one
cannot reason from this to a conclusion that
German-Americans, as a national group, are singled out for
invidious treatment.

Accordingly, strict scrutiny, even

on the theory presented here, see infra, at --, would not
be applied.

And, even if the Davis program had a

differential impact on German-Americans, they would have
no constitutional claim unless they could prove that Davis

F 0 0 T N 0 T E S
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intended invidiously to discriminate against
German-Americans.

See Village of Arlington Heights v.

Metropolitan Housing Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 264-265 (1977);
Washington v. Davis, 426

u.s.

229, 238-241 (1976).

If

this could not be shown, then "the principle th a t calls
for the closest scrutiny of distinctions in laws denying
fundamental rights . . . is inapplicable," Katzenbach v.
Morgan, 384

u.s.

641, 657 (1967), and the only question is

whether it was rational for Davis to conclude that the
groups it preferred had a greater claim to compensation
that the groups it excluded.

See ibid; San Antonio Indep.

School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 38-39 (1973)
(applying Katzenbach test to state action intended to
remove discrimination in educ a tional opportunity).

Thus,

claims of rival groups, although they may create thorny
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political problems, create only garden variety problems of
constitutional law.
12/Gunther, The Supreme Court, 1971 Term-Foreword: In Search of Evolving Doctrine on a Changing
Court: A Model for a Newer Equal Protection, 86 Harv. L.
Rev. 1 , 8 (19 7 2) •
13/cite de facto school rulings cited in O'Neil.
14/rn Albemarle, we approved "differential
validation" of employment tests.

See 422 U.S., at 435.

That procedure requires that an employer must ensure that
a test score of, for example, 50 for a minority job
applicant means the same thing as a score of 50 for a
nonminority applicant.

By implication, were it determined

that a test score of 50 for a minority corresponded in
"potential for employment" to a 60 for whites, the test
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could not be used consistent with Title VII unless the
employer hired minorities with scores of 50 even though he
might not hire nonminority applicants with scores above 50
but below 60.

Thus, it is clear that employers, to

ensuring equal opportunity, may have to adopt
race-conscious hiring practices.
14/see Brief for Petitioner 3.
15/Much of the statistical information discussed in
this section is drnwn from

C. Odegaard, Minorities in

Medicine: From Receptive Passivity to Positive Action,
1966-76, at 11-42 (1977)

(hereinafter Odegaard).

According to a survey reported by Dr. Odegaard, of the 89
schools responding to a questionnaire sent to 112 medical
schools (all of the then-accredited medical schools in the
United States except Howard and Meharry) substantial
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efforts to become significantly involved in equal
educational opportunity did not begin until 1968.

That

year was the earliest year of involvement for 34% of the
schools; an additional 66% became involved during the
years 1969 to 1973.

Id., at 19.

These efforts were

reflected in a significant increase in the percentage of
minority M.D. graduates.

The number of Black American

graduates increased from 2.2% in 1970 to 3.3% in 1973 and
5.0% in 1975.

Significant percentage increases in the

number of Mexican American, American Indian and Mainland
Puerto Rican gradustes were also recorded during those
years.

Id., at 40.

16/Between 1955 and 1964, for example, the
percentage of black physicians graduated in the United
States who were trained at these schools ranged from 69.0%
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and 75.8%.
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Id., at 19.

17/Minorities and Women in Health Fields, United
States Dep't of Health, Education and Welfare Pub. No.
(HRA) 75-22, at 7 (May 1974).
18/1970 census of the United States

-cite.

19/see, ~' R. Wade, Slavery in the Cities 90-91
(1964).
20/Kugler; Simple Justice

(19xx).

21/cite California cases.
22/cite
~/see, ~·, O'Neil, Preferential Admissions:

Equalizing the Access of Minority Groups to Higher
Education, 80 Yale L. J. 699, 729-31 (1971).
~/see, ~·, Sedlacek & Brooks, Predictors of

Academic Success for University Students in Special
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Programs, Research Report #4-12, Cultural Study Center, U.
of Md.

Significantly, while race is positively correlated

with differences in GPA and MCAT scores, economic
disadvantage is not.

Thus, according to these studies

economically disadvantaged whites do not score less well
than economically advantaged whites, while economically
advantaged blacks score less well than do disadvantaged
whites.

See Waldman, Economic & Racial Disadvantage as

Reflected in Traditional Medical Selection Factors: A
Study of 1976 Applicants to U.S. Medical Schools (1977).
25/philadelphia Plan case; CSC regs.; Executive
Orders.

See Title VI Memorandum of White, J., pp. 27-32.

~/cases

~/Executive Order 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12319, as

amended, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303 (1965). Title VI Memorandum of
White, J., pp. 26-29.
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28/42 U.S.C.

§
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6705(f) (2), discussed in Title VI

Memorandum of White, J., p. 32.

